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Coveo Earns KMWorld 2008 Trend Setter
Award
Editorial Team Cites 'Robust Customer Value' of Coveo's G2B
Information Access Suite

BOSTON--(BUSINESS WIRE)--

Coveo Solutions, Inc., a global provider of Enterprise Search-powered Information Access
software, today announced that its G2B Information Access Suite has been selected by
KMWorld Magazine as a "Trend-Setting Product of 2008." This is the second consecutive
year that Coveo has been recognized as a KMWorld Trend Setter.

"Our mission selecting this year's products has been deceptively simple: select those that
deliver robust customer value," explained Hugh McKellar, KMWorld editor-in-chief. "This
year's edition has been compiled through briefings with vendors themselves, along with
conversations with analysts, users and system integrators. Coveo combines enterprise-level
information access and navigation with agile simplicity."

"We are, of course, very pleased to again receive this independent recognition of the value
that our G2B solutions bring to the marketplace," said Laurent Simoneau, Coveo's chief
executive officer. "We greatly appreciate the fact that our customers and others are so willing
to share their enthusiasm about the robust operational and financial value that Coveo
delivers."

With Coveo solutions, people instantly and securely navigate the critical knowledge they
need from disparate systems otherwise not integrated. Whether it's to meet regulatory
compliance, improve customer response or improve organizational efficiencies, Coveo's
enterprise search technology enables organizations to find, understand and act on critical
information located anywhere in the enterprise. In the office or on the go, Coveo customers
can get the intelligence they need--that's called "G2"--for the business they do--that's the "B"
in G2B--whenever and wherever they need it.

The G2B Suite of solutions is built on the award-winning Coveo Enterprise Search Platform,
winner of the 2008 SIIA CODiE award for Best Enterprise Search Engine. G2B solutions
deliver ECONOMICAL SCALABILITY to billions of documents using a fraction of the
resources required by any other information access solution. Through a simple and familiar,
consumer-like browser interface, businesspeople can get one view of all the critical
information they need across the organization's knowledge base, including intranets, data
silos, emails and email archives, CRM systems, ERP and databases, e-Commerce solutions
and even multimedia.

For more information, and to test drive the solutions in Coveo's G2B Information Access
Suite free for 30 days, please visit www.coveo.com.

http://www.coveo.com


About KMWorld

KMWorld is the leading information provider serving the Knowledge Management systems
market. It covers the latest in Content, Document and Knowledge Management, informing
more than 50,000 subscribers about the components and processes--and subsequent
success stories--that together offer solutions for improving business performance. KMWorld
is a publishing unit of Information Today, Inc.

About Coveo Solutions, Inc.

Coveo has radically simplified the delivery and deployment of platform-class Information
Access solutions for accessing critical information located anywhere across the enterprise.

Coveo's G2B(TM) Information Access solutions deliver top-level security, unparalleled
accuracy, and consumer-style ease of use. Our fully functional solutions are free to try, with
continuing, uninterrupted use through a simple licensing activation. Implementation takes
less than 24 hours, and includes "black-belt" level customer support even during the initial
free trial period.

Coveo's enterprise clients include HP, Procter & Gamble, CA, Rabobank, PwC, Deloitte,
Nomura, National Grid, AMN Healthcare, Lockheed Martin, NATO, NASA, AC Nielsen, US
Navy, Yellow Pages Group (Canada), Haley & Aldrich, simyo GmbH, and the Michigan State
Appellate Defenders Office.

For more information, or to try Coveo G2B solutions free, contact our Sales department at
1.800.635.5476 or visit our website at www.coveo.com.
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